
Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: 30x25 yard area. Players work in Pairs. One 
ball per pair.
Instructions: Players stand 2 yards away from each 
other. One acts as Server, other as receiver. Server 
uses hands to throw ball into receiver who plays 
ball back into servers hand with laces volley. 
Repeat x 10 using alternate feet and switch roles. 
Repeat with Inside of foot volley.
Repeat with Head
Progression:
Now players work their way across the square with 
receiver moving backwards and sever maintaining 
2 yard distance between both players. Go back and 
forth and switch roles. Repeat with Inside of foot 
volley and head

Volley
- Point Toes down and Use laces to strike center of 

the ball (Laces Volley)
- Open hip up and use of Inside of foot to strike the 

center of the ball (Inside of Foot Volley)
- Keep Body weight over the Ball(Knee,Chest,Head)
- Push Through the ball with foot following through 

to intended target
Head
-Keep eyes on ball/eyes open
-Keep arms up for balance (as if holding picture 
frame)
-Attack ball with forehead pushing head through the 
center of the ‘frame’ Power comes from the hips
Progression
 -Keep balance forward when striking the ball
-Maintain slow speed (Not a Race!)

Duration: 20mins
Set-up:  30x25 yards with 3 Mini Goals on each 
side. 2 Teams of 6. 1 ball.
Instructions: 
• Players compete for possession. Teams pass the 

ball in the following sequence; 
• Throw - Head - Catch. 

Teams can only intercept between the head and the 
catch and can only intercept with an actual catch 
(this is important for safety initially) 
If the ball hits the ground, possession is overturned 
and the ball is given to the opponent.
Players can only score with a header

Quick Movement off the ball
Shoot on Sight
-Focus on technique rather than power (Power 
comes with good technique!)
-Good Communication
-Keep speed of play high.

*Keep arms up to and out to protect your head at all 
times (hold the picture frame)
-Attack ball with forehead pushing head through the 
center of the ‘frame’ . 
Power comes from the hips
Keep your eyes open
-
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Age: Grades 7 and Above
Topic:  Headers and Volleys
Sub Topic: 
Coach:
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Age Group: Grade 7 and Above
Topic:  Headers and Volleys
Sub Topic: 
Coach:

Space Organization Coaching Points

Duration: 25mins
Set-up: 30x25 yard grid with Goal at each side. Two 
teams of 6 inc. GK’s
Instructions: 
• Play a regular scrimmage but a goal can only be 

scored with a header or a volley. Throw In’s 
from the side

- Use correct Heading and Volleying Technique (See 
previous)

- Quick Movement off the Ball
- Be adventurous, shoot from distance
- Get ball out wide to utilize crosses
- Focusing on Timing of Headers and Volleys

Duration: 15mins
Set-up: Players line up on edge of penalty area. 
Coach has supply of balls approx. 4 yards away. 1 
player starts in goal.
Instructions: 
• Coach serves the ball out to 1st person in line 

for a Volleyed finish
If player Scores;
 - S/he joins the back of the line
-Goalkeeper is eliminated and goes behind the goal
-Next Person in Line becomes the new Goalkeeper
If player Doesn’t Score
-Goalkeeper is still in the game and joins the back 
of the line
-Shooter becomes the Goalkeeper

Last person in the game wins. Can play with headers 
too

-  Once player is eliminated they can stand behind 
the goal, if they catch a ball without it hitting the 
ground they are back in the game

- Eliminated players can also help shag balls to keep 
game flowing

Coaching Points

- Emphasize all points of Volleying technique 
worked on throughout the session

- ****note this game can be played with regular 
ground serves instead and players shooting a 
rolling ball first time; they love it!*******

*Be sure to finish with a regular game


